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ABSTRACT

A sensitive and selective membrane-based electrochemical nanobiosensor is developed for specific quantitative label-free detection of *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) cells and analysis of viable but nonculturable (VBNC) *E. coli* cells which remain mostly undetected using current methods. The sensing mechanism relies on the blocking of nanochannels of a nanoporous alumina-membrane modified electrode, upon the formation of immune complexes at the nanoporous membrane. The resulting obstacle to diffusive mass transfer of a redox probe in the analysis solution to the underlying platinum electrode reduces the Faradaic signal response of the biosensor, measured using cyclic voltammetry. Antibody loading under conditions of varying antibody concentrations and pHs are optimized. The biosensor gives a low detection limit of 22 cfu mL⁻¹ (*R² = 0.999*) over a wide linear working range of 10 to 10⁶ cfu mL⁻¹. It is specific
towards *E. coli* with minimal cross-reactivity to two other pathogenic bacteria (commonly found in waters). Relative standard deviation (RSD) for triplicate measurements of 2.5 % indicates reasonably useful level of reproducibility. Differentiation of live, VBNC and dead cells are carried out after the cell capture and quantitation step, by simple monitoring of the cells’ enzyme activity using the same redox probe in the analysis solution, in the presence of glucose.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

In recent times, methods for the detection of microbial species have attracted great interest because of the urgent needs to identify and study disease-causing microbes arising from contamination in water and food sources, terrorism acts or widespread proliferation under favorable environmental conditions. Every year, 1.5 million deaths are caused by pathogens in drinking water and food sources.\(^1\) One highly relevant and commonly targeted indicator for routine analysis of contaminated water and food sources is the bacterium *Escherichia coli*.\(^2\) Though most strains of *E. coli* are harmless, the presence of *E. coli* in water or food indicates deterioration of microbiological water quality, fecal contamination and possible existence of pathogenic microbial species including *E. coli*. Conventional methods for the detection of *E. coli* include plate count, membrane filter and multiple tube fragmentation.\(^3\) These usually involve selective culturing and isolation of cells followed by biochemical and serological confirmations which are reliable and highly accurate but often time consuming, multiple-steps procedure, lacks
specificity and are labor intensive.

Detection methods using nanoporous membranes\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^7\) have been reported for the sensing detection of drugs, proteins and oligonucleotides.\(^5\) For example, a real-time biosensor based on morpholino-modified porous anodic alumina membrane has been demonstrated for label-free detection of the interaction between DNA and nanochannels,\(^8\) based on electrostatic obstruction of the diffusion of redox species, ferricyanide detected by gold film electrochemical detector sputtered at the end of nanochannels. A simple label-free electrochemical biosensor based on screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) modified with alumina membrane has been developed for the detection of protein.\(^9\) Blocking of the pores upon immunological interaction with antibody functionalized nanochannels is probed by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) using redox species, ferricyanide.

Previously, it was presumed that cells are dead when unable to grow on routine bacteriological media. In many circumstances, these cells are alive and can regain normal metabolic activity upon resuscitation during this latent phase, now known as the viable but nonculturable (VBNC) state.\(^10\) Pathogenic bacteria in VBNC state constitute an important reservoir for infection which can evade detection by many conventional methods.\(^11\) Therefore, one major challenge for accurate detection of bacteria population number is the inability to differentiate between dead, latent and live bacteria.

Several methods for physiological characterization of bacteria include mRNA detection using reverse transcriptase-PCR,\(^12\) sol-gel immobilization,\(^13\) direct viable count,\(^14\) double staining method using epifluorescence microscopy,\(^15\) and flow cytometry.\(^16\) Electrochemical monitoring of rate of cell metabolism such as respiration has been reported\(^17\) which can provide an alternative rapid way for identifying VBNC cells and improve the accuracy of quantitating bacterial cells.
Recently, electrodes placed close to cell surfaces can directly measure reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen species (RNS) secreted by macrophage.\textsuperscript{18} Another useful approach is to monitor oxidation or reduction currents generated by artificially added redox species such as \(\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4-}\) which can function as alternative electron acceptor to oxygen for cell processes. \(\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4-}\) concentration level near the cell surface can reveal interesting information on toxic effect of \(\text{Ag}^+\) ion on \textit{E. coli} cells.\textsuperscript{17} In another report, \(\text{Fe(CN)}_6^{4-}\) was used to probe biochemical oxidations of glucose and acetate in \textit{E. coli} cells under anaerobic condition.\textsuperscript{19}

Herein, we report the strategy to detect \textit{E. coli} cells by monitoring the nanoporous membrane-based biosensor’s Faradaic current response towards a redox species, which is sensitive towards the formation of immunocomplexes which block the movement of the redox species. Previously, such biosensors have shown ultrasensitivity for protein and whole virus by monitoring the Faradic current of ferrocene species at the membrane-electrode interface.\textsuperscript{20, 21} Finally, we report the first demonstration of using the same biosensor to assess viability of these cells by simple addition of glucose, followed by the monitoring of the current derived from bacterial enzyme reaction mediated by ferrocene species already present in the analysis solution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Fabrication of nanoporous alumina membrane-modified platinum electrode. Home-made platinum wire electrode was fabricated using micropipette tip, epoxy glue, copper wire and platinum wire (76 \(\mu\)m diameter). The electrode tip was polished with 1.0 \(\mu\)m followed by 0.3 \(\mu\)m diameter alumina powder. By using 99.999\% purity aluminium target and Denton discovery 18 sputtering system with sputtering power of 100 W in an atmosphere of research-grade Argon at low pressure of 5 \(\times\) 10\(^{-3}\) Torr, aluminium films with thickness in the range of 0.3-0.5 \(\mu\)m were
sputter-coated onto the surface of electrode tip. All electrodes were rinsed with ultrapure water. Anodization was performed using Apleks electrophoresis power supply model P304 minipac II. Anodization using the surface contact anodization method was described elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22} Etching in 3% $\text{H}_3\text{PO}_4$ for 15 min was conducted in order to broaden the size of alumina nanopore channels. Longer etching time is not desirable as it would cause membrane disintegration. All potentials were measured with respect to the silver-silver chloride (saturated KCl) reference electrode.

2.2. Construction of electrochemical biosensor and \textit{E. coli} analysis steps. Prior to immobilization of antibodies, etched alumina membrane-modified electrode was cleaned with ultra-pure water and air-dried. 10 $\mu$L of 0.1 mg mL$^{-1}$ anti-$\textit{E. coli}$ antibodies was applied onto the alumina membrane-modified electrode tip and stored at 4 °C overnight. The unbound antibodies were removed by rinsing with 0.1 M buffered saline, pH 6.8. The antibody-immobilized electrode was subsequently treated with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8 at room temperature for 1 h to block the nonspecific binding sites. After rinsing with 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8, the biosensor was ready for use. A three-electrode system was used for the measurement of electrochemical response towards redox probe ferrocenemethanol in the analysis solution, using the biosensor as working electrode (76 $\mu$m diameter Pt disk embedded in ~0.3 cm diameter inert epoxy sheath), Pt wire mesh as auxiliary electrode and silver/silver chloride (saturated KCl) as reference electrode. 10-Fold serial dilutions of pure culture of \textit{E. coli} from $10^7$ to 10 cfu mL$^{-1}$ were prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8. Detection of \textit{E. coli} was conducted by applying 10 $\mu$L of \textit{E. coli} solutions with different cell numbers onto the biosensor surface and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The biosensor was then rinsed with 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8 to remove the
nonspecifically bound proteins and \textit{E. coli}. Subsequently, the biosensor was conditioned using 10 repetitive potential cycles at 50 mV s\(^{-1}\) from 0 to 0.6 V in the analysis solution containing redox probe.

\textbf{2.3 Probing the activity of live, dead and VBNC \textit{E. coli}.} This is carried out by probing the rate of enzyme catalytic oxidation of glucose using ferrocenemethanol as redox probe using a batch system in which the biosensor with captured \textit{E. coli} cells was kept immersed in 25 mL of 1.0 mM ferrocenemethanol in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8. Concentration of glucose in the solution was varied by adding aliquots of 1.0 M glucose stock solution containing 1 mM ferrocenemethanol. Solution was mixed thoroughly prior to each measurement. Cyclic voltammetry at glucose concentrations of 10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 mM were recorded for live \textit{E. coli} in 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8 and 1.0 mg L\(^{-1}\) chlorine solution. Control study using heat-killed \textit{E. coli} was conducted using the same procedures stated above. See Supporting Information for reagents, equipment and other procedures.

\textbf{Scheme 1}

\section{RESULTS AND DISCUSSION}

\textbf{3.1. Membrane-based electrochemical nanobiosensor.} Scheme 1 shows the design of operation of the biosensor. Anti-\textit{E. coli} antibody is physically immobilized onto the membrane surface and channel walls of alumina nanopores followed by backfilling of remaining empty sites using BSA to block nonspecific binding. The biosensor is rinsed with copious amount of phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8 followed by potential cycling between 0 and 0.6 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl) in 1 mM ferrocenemethanol, 0.1 M phosphate buffered saline, pH 6.8 to obtain stable voltammetric response. The fabricated biosensor is subsequently incubated with a solution containing *E. coli* cells, followed by measurements of cyclic voltammetry signal in the presence of the redox probe, ferrocenemethanol. Previously, it was revealed the signal response of the same membrane-based nanobiosensor towards virus and protein depends on amount of redox species moving through the membrane nanochannels.\textsuperscript{20,21} Figure 1 shows that *E. coli* cells can also block the pores which results in a change of the biosensor signal response.

**Figure 1**

Figure 1A shows the typical cyclic voltammograms obtained at the membrane electrode after each step of the biosensor construction procedure, in a ferrocenemethanol solution. As expected, the voltammetric peak current increases after etching due to enlargement of the pore openings and nanochannel diameters. Subsequent immobilization of antibody and BSA within the membrane nanochannels, reduces the cross-sectional areas of the membrane nanochannels and impedes movement of the redox species.\textsuperscript{20,21} A significant decrease in the peak current is clearly observed before and after 1 h incubation of the biosensor with $10^6$ cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1} *E. coli* cells at 37 °C. Because of the structural variation of the porous membrane layers, the voltammetric peak current response of the biosensors towards $10^6$ cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1} *E. coli* range between 15.5 and 18.4 nA for 3 different alumina electrodes. As opposed to this, signal responses ($I_{E.coli}$) when normalized against signal response derived from the same biosensor after antibody immobilization in the absence of cells ($I_{E.coli\_ab}$) give excellent relative standard error of 2.5%. This observation is consistent with previous work on membrane-based protein and virus
biosensors and indicates normalization of signal responses against blank signal (after antibody and BSA immobilization) from the same biosensor significantly improves precision and reduces need for calibration of individual biosensors from same batch of construction.

Normalized signal response of a platinum electrode without the membrane overlayer but surface coated with immobilized antibody and BSA, gives relatively unchanged signal response at increasing *E. coli* concentration (See Figure S2-S1 in Supporting Information). In contrast, the biosensor gives the typical decreasing normalized signal response which is linear in relation to the logarithm of *E. coli* concentration. This clearly indicates the membrane overlayer is critical for sensitive biosensor performance during *E. coli* detection. In another control experiment, a biosensor prepared without BSA, also shows response towards *E. coli* but of slightly lower sensitivity (gentler slope). A further control using a biosensor prepared from unetched alumina membrane-modified electrode with pore sizes ~10-30 nm, does not respond towards *E. coli* at concentrations below $10^5$ cfu mL$^{-1}$ unlike the etched alumina membrane-modified electrodes. The poorer working range of the biosensor prepared from unetched alumina membrane-modified electrode is attributed to the presence of remnant alumina barrier layer which reduces the heterogeneous rate constant of redox probe at the sensing electrode surface.$^{22}$

**Figure 2**

### 3.2. Biosensor optimization

Performance of the membrane-based nanobiosensor relies on two critical parameters, the antibody loading and the nanochannel dimensions that influence movement of the redox species. In the following, the biosensor signal response is optimized with regard to the antibody concentration and pH during biosensor construction. These are expected to
influence the capture of *E. coli* cells and the nanochannel dimensions. Figure 2A, C reveals the effect of antibody concentration and pH on the loading amount of antibody on the membrane-based biosensor. The loading amount is measured from the change in the biosensor’s signal response before and after antibody loading. The signal response towards ferrocenemethanol after antibody immobilization is normalized to the signal response of the same biosensor in the absence of antibody, where no change in normalized signal response (100%) indicates zero antibody loading. The consequent sensitivities of the biosensors prepared under these conditions are measured from the slopes of normalized biosensor responses after incubation in varying *E. coli* concentration (Figure 2B, D).

By doubling the antibody concentration from 0.05 to 0.1 mg mL\(^{-1}\), the biosensor response slope (or sensitivity) derived from the logarithmic plots increases by ~1.5 times. Change in sensitivity is minimal when concentration of antibody used to prepare the biosensor is larger than 0.2 mg mL\(^{-1}\) (Figure 2B). The enhanced sensitivity follows the trend of increased antibody loading (Figure 2A) which gives higher biosensor signal response at the increased antibody concentration. An intermediate antibody concentration of 0.1 mg mL\(^{-1}\) is selected as the optimal condition so low detection limit and wide linear detection range can be derived. In addition, effect of pH on antibody loading and biosensor signal response is examined over 5 different pH values (Figure 2C and D). Antibody loading increases when pH is increased from 3.8 to 6.8, but decreases at higher pHs of 8.3 and 9.8. Maximum antibody loading occurs at pH 6.8 (Figure 2C), about midway between known neutral pH of alumina at ~7.2\(^{23}\) and the isoelectric point of rabbit anti-*E. coli* antibody at ~pHs 6.1-6.5.\(^{24}\) This trend compares favorably with previous reported membrane-based virus biosensor using IgM antibody instead of IgG, indicates similar interactions between alumina surface and antibody which are largely electrostatic with negligible
hydrophobic contributions.\textsuperscript{21} In general, the trend in biosensor sensitivity correlates with the change in antibody loading. However, at the extreme pHs 3.8 and 9.8, the biosensor sensitivity shows significant deviation from intermediary pHs. This suggests highly probable structural and charge variations of the antibody protein could also influence its binding affinity for \textit{E. coli} cells.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{3.3 Analytical performance of the biosensor.} The voltammetric peak currents derived from the biosensor, decrease in the presence of increasing concentration of \textit{E. coli} ranging from 0 to $10^7$ cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1} (See Figure S2-S2 in Supporting Information). The normalized biosensor signal response is logarithmically linear from 10 to $10^6$ cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1} \textit{E. coli} (Figure 1B) with extremely low detection limit of 22 cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1} \textit{E. coli}. The detection limit is determined from the minimum \textit{E. coli} cell concentration which gives a signal reduction equivalent to three times the standard deviation of the signal in the absence of \textit{E. coli} cell (see Supporting Information for calculation of detection limit). Other highly attractive features of this biosensor are the simple procedure using \textit{E. coli} cells and antibodies with rapid analysis time of ca. 90 min which is much shorter than conventional ELISA method (6-7 h).\textsuperscript{26} It involves label free detection which avoids the need of additional labeling procedure such as utilization of fluorescent dye-labeled\textsuperscript{27} or enzyme conjugated\textsuperscript{28} secondary antibody. These analytical performance exceeds those using surface plasmon resonance (SPR),\textsuperscript{29} enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),\textsuperscript{26} fiber optic,\textsuperscript{27} and piezoelectric based on quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)\textsuperscript{30} methods which, in general, give detection limits in the range of $10^2$ to $10^4$ cfu mL\textsuperscript{-1}. The biosensor detection limit is comparable to recent biosensors which monitor redox products derived from enzyme reactions of \textit{E. coli} cells\textsuperscript{31, 32} and high sensitivity impedimetric immunosensor.\textsuperscript{33} In addition, three different
biosensors prepared under identical conditions were found to give relatively constant and excellent RSD of 0.6-2.5 % over five orders of magnitude change in \textit{E. coli} concentration.

\textbf{Figure 3}

Selective detection of \textit{E. coli} is necessary for accurate measurement of coliform bacteria which are excellent indicator for fecal contamination and water quality. Additionally, high specificity biosensor performance can be extremely useful for unambiguous quantitative determination of particular pathogenic bacteria species. Therefore, we evaluate the specificity of this biosensor for \textit{E. coli} in comparison with its response towards two other Gram-negative bacteria, \textit{Serratia marcescens} (\textit{S. marcescens}) and \textit{Salmonella typhimurium} (\textit{S. typhimurium}). Figure 3 shows the normalized biosensor signal responses of three biosensors prepared with anti-\textit{E. coli} antibody and after 1 h incubation with bacteria species over four concentrations ($10^3$, $10^4$, $10^5$ and $10^6$ cfu mL$^{-1}$). At $10^6$ cfu mL$^{-1}$, the changes in biosensor signal responses towards \textit{S. marcescens} and \textit{S. typhimurium} constitute 22.6-28.4\% of the biosensor signal change in the presence of \textit{E. coli}. At $10^3$ cfu mL$^{-1}$, interferences from these nonspecific species are significantly lower at 8.2-12.4 \% of signal change towards \textit{E. coli}. In contrast, several immunosensing methods for \textit{E. coli} determination suffer severe interferences (up to 50\%) from non-specific bacteria species.\textsuperscript{26, 34, 35} The higher specificity of the membrane-based biosensor towards \textit{E. coli} compared to \textit{S. marcescens} and \textit{S. typhimurium} is highly relevant to the determination of \textit{E. coli} in surface water sources where typical concentrations of bacteria species are 6-1000 cells mL$^{-1}$\textit{(E. coli)} and 0.001-58 cells mL$^{-1}$ \textit{(Salmonella)}.\textsuperscript{36}
3.4. Cell viability measurements. In this work, we add neutral redox species, ferrocenemethanol, and glucose to the cell solution, in order to probe activities of redox enzymes D-glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) on the outer surface of cytoplasmic membrane of *E. coli* cells captured on the biosensor membrane. GDH can oxidize D-glucose to D-gluconolactone within the periplasmic space, using ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH) as the artificial electron acceptor. Channel proteins present in the outer cell membrane allow free diffusion of low-molecular weight species (MW ≤ 1000) into the periplasmic space. Thus, oxidized and reduced forms of ferrocenemethanol can freely diffuse between the enzymes sites at the cytoplasmic membrane and the membrane electrode and mediate the electron transfer as follows:

\[
\text{D-glucose} + \text{Fc}^{III}\text{MeOH} \xrightarrow{\text{GDH}} \text{D-glucono-δ-lactone} + \text{Fc}^{II}\text{MeOH} \quad (1)
\]

**Figure 4**

Figures 4A, B and C represent the respective linear sweep voltammetric responses of live, VBNC and dead *E. coli* upon successive additions of glucose in 1 mM ferrocenemethanol. *E. coli* cells in VBNC state were derived from live cells after immersion in solution containing 1.0 mg L\(^{-1}\) chlorine. Figure 4A and B shows increases in biosensor signal responses towards ferrocenemethanol in the presence of glucose for live and VBNC *E. coli* cells respectively. These increases in current are attributed to redox cycling of ferrocenemethanol by active GDH enzyme on the outer surface of cytoplasmic membrane, in the presence of glucose. In the potential range from 0.24 to 0.28 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) between the cathodic and anodic peaks, the biosensor is most sensitive towards the viability state of the cell. This is attributed to the
coupling of the enzyme-glucose reaction at the cytoplasmic membrane to the redox species reaction at the electrode surface, thus changes in the enzyme kinetics can affect the heterogeneous and mass transfer kinetics which are limiting in this potential range. From 0.24 to 0.28 V (vs. Ag/AgCl), the changes in current responses for live and VBNC E. coli cells upon consecutive additions of 10 and 80 mM glucose are larger than the RSD of 1.4% for ten repetitive potential cycling at the same biosensor. In contrast, control experiment using heat- killed E. coli revealed small decreasing signal responses (Figure 4C). Figure 4D shows normalized biosensor response of live and VBNC E. coli towards glucose addition. Non-linear curve fitting of these catalytic current responses toward ferrocenemethanol in the presence of glucose, normalized to blank signals, give apparent Michaelis-Menten constant, $K_m$ (D-glucose) value of 7.1 ± 1.2 mM and 45.3 ± 20.7 mM for live and VBNC E. coli respectively (Figure 4D). The proximity between apparent $K_m$ value of glucose enzyme in live E. coli and reported $K_m$ value of GDH enzyme (2.1 ± 0.2 mM) suggests this method is highly relevant toward measurement of GDH enzyme activity in live E. coli cells. The larger apparent $K_m$ value observed in VBNC E. coli is likely due to either lower enzyme activity which requires larger amount of glucose substrate to reach maximum enzymatic rate or limitation by transport of glucose into the cell.

In conclusion, the nanoporous membrane-based electrochemical biosensor outperforms present immunoassay methods, is highly suitable for sensitive and selective detection of E. coli. It can achieve a low detection limit of 22 cfu mL$^{-1}$ with 5 orders of magnitude linear range from 10 to 10$^6$ cfu mL$^{-1}$, extremely short analysis time of 90 min and distinctly identify E. coli from two other bacteria species at high concentration of 10$^6$ cfu mL$^{-1}$. Potential uses of the biosensor include on-site water quality measurements in near future works and development of specific
biosensors for wide range of other bacteria species where specific binding antibody can be isolated. Further, nonculturable *E. coli* cells induced into the VBNC state such as in some treated waters can be potentially differentiated from dead and live cells as demonstrated in this work using the same biosensor design.
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**Figure 1.** (A) Cyclic voltammograms of an etched alumina membrane-modified electrode in the presence of 1.0 mM ferrocenemethanol after each step of the biosensor construction procedure. Biosensor signal response is derived from the anodic peak currents. *E. coli* concentration = 10⁶ cfu mL⁻¹. (B) Calibration plot of normalized biosensor signals derived from the voltammetric peak currents vs. logarithm of *E. coli* concentrations. Conditions: scan rate = 50 mV s⁻¹, antibody concentration = 0.1 mg mL⁻¹, pH 6.8.

**Figure 2.** Effect of antibody concentration on (A) loading amount of antibody, (B) biosensor signal response toward *E. coli*. Effect of pH on (C) loading amount of antibody, (D) biosensor signal response toward *E. coli*. Loading amount of antibody was measured by change in biosensor signal response after the antibody immobilization step. All biosensor signals are normalized against the signal response of the same biosensor in the absence of the immobilized antibody (*I*ₘₐₘᵢᵣₚₐᵣₑ) for (A) and (C) or absence of *E. coli* cells (*I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₗₑₑₐₚₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ) for (B) and (D). Deviations of *I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₜₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ/*I*ₘₐₘᵢᵣₚₐᵣₑ and *I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₜₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ/*I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₜₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ from 100% and 1 indicate antibody loading and presence of *E. coli* cells, respectively.

**Figure 3.** Specificity test to compare the biosensor signal response toward *E. coli* and two other bacteria species at four different concentrations (10³, 10⁴, 10⁵ and 10⁶ cfu mL⁻¹). Control measurements carried out in the absence of any bacteria species is added for reference (blank). Biosensor signal responses towards bacteria (*I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₜₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ) are normalized against the signal response of the same biosensor in the absence of bacteria (*I*ₚₐₐₓₜₜₜₜₜₑₐₜₑₑₑₒₒₒᵣ=₀).
**Figure 4.** Linear sweep voltammetric responses of biosensors with captured (A) live, (B) VBNC and (C) dead *E. coli* cells towards successive addition of 10 and 80 mM glucose solution. (—) Binding with *E. coli*, (----) addition of 10mM and (·····) 80 mM glucose solutions. (D) Normalized signal response of biosensors with captured (■) live and (♦) VBNC *E. coli* cells toward successive addition of glucose (10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 mM). Lines are nonlinear curve fits using Michaelis-Menten equation.
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**Scheme 1.** Nanoporous membrane-based biosensor design to illustrate the biosensor construction and *E. coli* cell analysis steps. Enlarged drawing shows the enzymatic oxidation of glucose in the presence of a redox probe shuttling between the cytoplasmic membrane of a captured *E. coli* cells and the biosensor.
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